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VIDEOGAMES
Staying power

DANNY GOODMAN
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AS WE WERE THUMBING THROUGH OUR

archive files on videogame software, we
came upon a series of videogame-car
tridge bestseller lists . For the most part
those lists are based on telephone polls to
dealers and distributors around the coun
try to see each month which cartridges are
doing best. Examining the results pub
lished in the first six months of 1983, it
was interesting to see which games had
the staying power to survive the whims of
the cartridge -buying public.

The most noticeable fact is that it is the
same cartridge producers who show up on
the list month after month; Activision,
Atari, Coleco , and Parker Brothers. made
the top ten every month . Next come those
pub lishers who appear frequently
- Imagic and MatteI. Beyond that, only
CBS Games ever broke into the elite club
for two months, each time with a different
cartr idge.

For that six-month period, Coleco was
the winner with the highest number of
mentions in the top ten: 17, including both
Colecovision and 2600 titles. Activision
and Atari were tied for second place with
14 each . The rest straggled in: Parker

FIG. 1

FIG. 2

FIG. 3

FIG. 4

Brothers with 6, Imagic with 4, MatteI
with 3, and CBS with 2.

What is probably much more impor
tant, however, is that of the sixty possible
top-ten slots over the period, very few
titles managed to carry over for more than
two months at a time . In fact, only five
titles-Pitfall, Frogger, River Raid, Ms .
Pac-Man (see Figs. 1-4), and Donkey
Kong (for the 2600)-made the list for
four or more months . It seems then, that
cartridges with staying power are ex
tremely rare, especially when you consid
er the hundreds of cartridges available
today.

Much more typically, a good title will
gather all kinds of support for a month or
two after its introduction, and then disap
pear into the background. For example,
the celebrated E.T. cartridge surfaced in
the January list in 7th place . The follow
ing month it inched up to 6th . But by
March it was gone . Mouse Trap for Col
ecovision zoomed instantly to 3rd place in
February, only to never be seen on the list
again . Even the Activision name doesn 't
guarantee a long-term winner . Sea Quest
hit the charts in April in 8th place , but that
was about it.

The strongest influence on whether a
cartridge becomes a long-time hit or just a
shot in the dark, we believe, is word of
mouth . Few home videogame players are
isolated from other players of the same
console-in fact most games are bought
because the buyer has played someone
else's initially. That informal but powerful
grapevine carries over to the purchase of
cartridges later on. When a new cartridge
hits the stores, a good number of "pi
oneers" venture out and buy it if the word
ing on the box looks intriguing .
Thereafter, a good game's reputation will
spread like wildfire. An outstanding game
will keep that fire burning for many
months as more and more players decide
that they must have it.

Undeniably, those top-selling games
are good-playing games. There is no se
cret formula. Interesting graphics, inno
vative sound, and novel and ever
challenging game play-those are the
basics of cartridge staying power.

Imagic's Ice Trek for
Intellivision

.... ~ $ ....
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Imagic Ice Trek
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There aren't many videogame car
tridges that take on the guise of a Norse
saga . One exception to that is Ice Trek

continued on page 14
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from Imag ic (981 University Avenue, Los
Gatos, CA 95030), a modes tly challeng
ing and fun cartri dge .

Ice Trek is a three-fo ld adventure of a
character called " Vali" as he wends his
way to the Ice Palace of Kalktron the Ter
rible . The firs t scene has Vali skii ng
across the tundra while dodging trees and
stampeding caribou . If one of the antlers
grabs Vali, he is dragged back to the edge
of the screen and loses one life. If worse
comes to worst , Vali has an axe with
which he can slay one of the caribou, but
doing so invokes the ire of the Wildlife
Goddess, who shoots an arrow at him.

If he gets by the tundra, Vali winds up
at the bank of a river loaded with floating
icebergs . Using the controller buttons and
aiming with the direction disk , you con
trol Vali 's hook as he tries to snare pieces
of ice to build a bridge to the other side .
Unfortunately, if an iceberg rams the ex
isting bridge , Vali loses that part of the
bridge , and probab ly ends up in the water,
losing one life. To defend agains t that Vali
has a torch with which he can melt on
coming icebergs . That game segment will
be the most challeng ing for the beginner.

Finally, once Vali crosses the bridge , he
is outside the Ice Palace . From below the
palace , he must hurl torches up to several
ice blocks and villains at the top, while
they toss ice crys tals down at Vali . If Vali
is successful, the Ice Palace melts as a
Wagner tune is played.

Perhaps we've been spoiled by Matter s
grandiose signalling an achievement such
as that , complete with long musical rendi
tions and sometimes special graphic dis
plays. We were a bi t disappointed ,
therefore , by the short and lifeless musical
tribute to Vali's efforts the first time he
melted the Ice Palace . Even in the rest of
the game, the sound effects are not im
pressive; thundering car ibou hooves and a
flowing river signal the first two adven
tures. I do, however, like the sound and
visual effects when an iceberg starts shak
ing the bridge before it breaks a piece of it
off.

Atari's Jungle Hunt for
Atari 2600

With the astou nding success of Activ i
sion's Pitfall, it was only a matter of time
before someone else devised a jungle-
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Atari Jungle Hunt
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based adventure with a similar feel. And
so we have Jun gle Hunt from Atari (1265
Borregas Ave. , Sunnyvale, CA 94086), a
multiple- scene , horizontall y scro lling
game puttin g the human player in charge
of an on-scree n alter ego. Instead of guid
ing Pit fall Harry throu gh an endless
jungle of treasures , we guide Sir Dudley
Dashly on his quest to rescue Lady Pen
elope from the jungle savages. Therein
lies the main difference in how to ap
proach the game, as we' ll see .

Jungle Hunt is chock full of different
screen action, which helps to break up the
monotony of a typical sessio n. In the first
part, Dudley must successfully swi ng
along 11 erra tically moving vines . Next he
must swim through a river full of croco
di les (bo nus points are available for
knocking out as many crocodiles as possi
ble , as long as his air supply holds out).
Then comes a bou lder field in which big
and small boulders roll and bounce across
the screen; Dudley must either duck or
jump to avoid being hit by one . Finally,
Dudley must jump over two spear-carry
ing guard s. If he is successful , Dudley
goes into the center of the village where
he rescues Lady Penelope.

It 's wonderfu l to see so many different
scenes on a 2600 cartridge . Some clever
designing went into co loring various
background elements to make them ap
pear to be completely different in suc
ceeding scenes. However, it is a shame
that most of the scenes appear flat, es
pecially in co mparis on wi th D avid
Crane's Pitfall from Activision .

In Jungle Hunt you are racing aga inst a
timer of sorts that counts down possible
bonus points from the start of the round.
What takes some of the excitement out of
the game for us is that the adventure is
finite-that is, it reaches a conclusion
when you save Lady Penelope. With plen
ty of time left, you just restart the adven
ture. That doesn ' t seem logical to us. And
once you've arrived at the scene to save
Lady Penelope once, if you are like most
players you lose a great deal of incentive
to come back to the game again and try for
a higher score .

The difference between Pitfa ll and
Jungle Hunt , I suppose, is that in Pitfa ll,
the score is the thing . You are in a con stant
race against the clock to try different rou
tes to pick up more and more treasures
along the way. But in Jungle Hunt, your
attention is divided between saving Lady
Penelope and the score . In your early at
tempt s, the only thing you are going to
care about is reaching Lady Penelope.
Once you've done it, you 've forgo tten
that there is even a score adding up to the
top of the screen.

When you have gotten the feel of a
game one way, it's awfully hard to shift
gears and think about it in a new light,
with new goa ls. If your cartridge budget
limits you to one jungle-adventure game,
then Pitfall may be a better choice . Just as
in the movies, the remakes of classics are
rarely as good as the originals . R-E
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double-back tape (not supplied). It has been
designed to meet the CPSC (Consumer
Product Safety Commission) shock-hazard
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standards to 14,500 volts. It is priced at
$59 .95. - Shakespeare Company, RFD
#3, PO Box 733, Newberry , SC 29108.

·STRIPPING TOOL, model PTS-3, is a light
weight , multi-purpose hand tool that will strip
wires of sizes between 10 AWG and 26 AWG
and, in the case of multi-core cables, those
with diameters up to 0.350 inch.
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With a single squeeze of the handles, the
insulation on the wire is severed and the slug
automatically removed. The blades are self
adjust ing and a tension-setting device is in
corporated in the tool for extremely critical
applications .

A wire cutter, for cutting wires to length, is
incorporated in the tool, and all cutting and
stripping blades are easily replaced. The tool
is 7 V.ounces, and measures 6 % x 3 inch
es; it is manufactured from a combination of
hardened steel and polypropylene plastic.

The model PTS-3 is priced at $44.00. 
The Eraser Company, Inc., PO Box 49611
Oliva Drive, Syracuse , NY 13221.

JOYSTICKS, Supr-Stick DeLux, Supr-Stick
CC (shown), and Supr-Stik Xtra Lite, all have
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arcade components and microswitches. All
components are replaceable, and the action
button on each is located centrally to accom
modate both left-handed and right-handed
players.

Supr-Stick Delux includes suction feet and
an automatic fire control; it is compatible with
all Atari-type games and computers, and is
priced at $39.95.

Supr-Stick CC (Colecovision Controller)
has the same quality full microswitch and fea
tures a full keypad with slot for overlays, and
two oversize action buttons; it is priced at
$34.50.

Supr-Stick Xtra Lite uses smaller compo
nents and a smaller base; it does not include
suction feet or auto-fire control, but as with the
other two models, there is a one-year warran
ty. It is priced at $19.95.-D-Zyne Video
Products, Inc. 64 Dayton Road, Waterford,
CT 06385.

SOLDERING/DESOLDERING SYSTEM,
model MP-1, is self-contained and so port
able that it can be used anywhere that elec
tronics equipment needs to be repaired - in
depot, in mobile vans, in remote field-service
centers , or on-site. It operates from AC and
12-volt DC sources.

The model MP-1 warms up in one minute.
Desoldering and soldering are accomplished
with a single handpiece with a finger
activated vacuum. The model MP-1 provides
spike -free MOS safe operation and precise
tip temperature control for high reliability re
pair. It is priced at $395.00 - Pace, Inc.,
9893 Brewers Court , Laurel, MD 20707.
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CHASSIS MOUNT, model 601 and model
602 (shown) offers a load capacityofa full 100 ,
pounds and a width capacity of up to 18
inches . The upright arms , legs, and
crossbars are made of Yll-inch and H'4-inch
square tubinq and provide a pivot-cente r
height of 9 inches from work surface. For
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safety, a positive lock detent is visible while
rotating the chassis, and a visual indicator
shows when the safety latch is engaged or
disengaged. An all-metal friction brake allows
for either left or right hand operation, and is
located at a natural angle for a seated opera
tor.

The model 601 has scissors clamp; the
model 602 has self-center ing heads; both are
priced at $199.95.- PanaVlse, 14024 Sylvan
St., Van Nuys, CA 91401. R-E
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instance 2:I-a STOP command is issued
by internal logic circuits and the motor
drive circuit is turned off . At that point the
operator can manuall y tweak the controls
if an even lower SWR is desired (assum
ing the SWR can be further reduced) .

If the transmitter frequency is changed,
causing the SWR to rise, the motor drive
circuits will be reactivated when the SWR
exceeds the TUNE SWR reference value .

Note that while there is no micro
processor of any kind , the tuner is truly
computerized-it makes a decision based
on the transmission-line variables (the in
put from the directional coupler) and the
limitin g variable (minimum acceptable
SWR) specified by the user.

If you were to ask why the same idea or
techniques could not be applied to tuning
of the transmitter 's final RF amplifier, the
answer is, of course , that it is entirely
possible. There is not much difference in
sensing the slope of a DC voltage that
represents SW R o r th e slope tha t
represents input current to the final arnpli- z
fier . Doing it for SWR is a little easier and ~
a good starting point. With some refine- ~

ment of the technique and a reduction in ~

the cost of the components, automatic :D

tuning will probably make its appearance cD
in ham gear very soon. R-E ~
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